
The first event of the new World Surf League Championship Tour was one for the books, with 
Snapper Rocks delivering the Quiksilver and Roxy Pros their best waves in years. Incredible tube 
riding and powerful turns were the order of the day, with Stephanie Gilmore firing on both fronts 
to claim victory on the ladies side of the draw, over a very in-form Lakey Peterson. 

As wonderful as Steph’s victory was however, it 
will be the valiant return of Owen Wright, not 
only to surfing but to the victory dais, that is 
remembered most widely. After suffering a head 
injury in Hawaii in 2015 there were no guarantees 
that Wright would make it back to the water 
again, yet on a very emotional day on the Gold 
Coast he was the last man standing, beating close 
friends Mick Fanning, Gabriel Medina and Matt 
Wilkinson en route to the trophy. We caught up 
with the new world number one for a chat.

Owen, congratulations. Thank you!

How are you feeling after the win? There’s a bit of shock, for sure. I can’t really even comprehend 
the win to be honest, I’m just so happy to be a part of all this again. I’m still trying to process just 
how awesome it is to be surfing once more, and now back here with everyone. I’m loving life, 
everything else is a bonus.

I did an interview with the WSL recently and they asked me what I was most looking forward to 
about being back on tour. I said I really wanted to win an event and then come in to share the 
moment with my partner and my baby on the beach, and it happened first time!

You’re a settled man with a girlfriend and a child these 
days, the tour has changed a lot from when you were here 
a couple of years ago. Yeah! Life’s different, and incredible. 
Having a baby is the best thing in the world, and I don’t really 
know anything else I could compare it to. It’s changed me a 
little bit for sure, but I’m still the same person, just with the 
added joy that having a son brings. I was happy before, but I’m 
definitely happier now. 
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How much did your sister Tyler’s world title mean to you last year? It was huge. Our whole 
family has surfed our entire lives. We’ve travelled up and down the coast and around the country 
and talked surfing all day, every day for years. And finally one of us has a world title. It was 
awesome. 

As kids were you competitive about who might do it first? For sure! But we always knew Tyler 
would, she won a World Tour event when she was 14! I was like, 21 or something, I was a bit late 
to the party. 

Let’s talk Margaret River. You’ve had a few good results there, and down south West Oz is 
a bit like the South Coast of NSW, where you grew up. Are you looking forward to getting 
back into some raw, reef break power? I’m excited and nervous at the same time. I haven’t 
surfed eight-to10 foot waves yet, so I need to push through that barrier. That’s the next hurdle 
for sure. I wanted to try get into some bigger waves before this event but it didn’t happen. It goes 
like that sometimes, it’ll happen. 

You’re heading west with the yellow jersey on! That’s incredible. I don’t know how that 
happened! The yellow jersey is going to be a bit of fun, it’s cool. It really makes the year a race 
from the start, whereas before there wasn’t so much significance about winning the first event. It 
used to just be a good start, now you’re the number one, no two ways about it. 

You got plenty of goodwill from your fellow competitors at Snapper, do you think that 
goes out the window from this point on? Oh yeah, they’ll want to smash me now. I was talking 
to Mick Fanning about it, and he said he didn’t want to look at me in our heat, because knowing 
what I went through made him want to cry. He almost didn’t want to beat me! It’s good to get 
this event out of the way, and all that came with it, I can find my groove now. As you say I’m sure 
there’ll now be a bit of a target on my back, but these days I have so many bigger things in my 
life than a jersey. Being a dad, figuring out the challenges of travelling as a family, you name it. 
Everything I’ve been through? The ratings are the last thing on my mind.  

You’ve done yourself proud mate, that was incredible. Congratulations. Cheers, thanks a lot.

The Drug Aware Pro is the second World Tour event in 2017 and starts next week, with a window 
that runs from March 29 to April 9. Log on to http://www.worldsurfleague.com for all of the 
action from the Aussie leg, and stay tuned to The Down South Down Low updates of all things 
Drug Aware Pro.

Chris Binns for The Down South Down Low - T: @binnsie9779 - I: @binnstagram 
If you, or someone close to you, needs help call the Alcohol and Drug Support Line on 9442 5000 or visit drugaware.com.au.
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